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Background:
Gomaco Corporation is the worldwide leader in concrete paving technology, manufacturing curb and gutter
machines, slipform pavers, placer/spreaders, trimmer/placers, cylinder finishers, canal machinery and
accessories. Gomaco Corporation has distribution throughout the world and ships their machinery via ocean
freight with exposure to various environmental conditions. Gomaco has promoted the use of KLEEN KOTE
to protect their machinery while in the construction field, and determined that the corrosion prevention
properties would be beneficial to their domestic and overseas shipments.

Use:
Each piece of machinery shipped overseas is exposed to a wide variety of environmental conditions while in
transit. Previously, Gomaco sprayed the machinery with a product which had to be removed with harsh
solvents before delivery to the customer. The use of this product also exposed the wiring and electrical
apparatus to potential damage, and had to be extensively and carefully removed. Because KLEEN KOTE
will withstand the various environmental conditions, and will not harm any part of the machinery, Gomaco
sprayed the entire piece of machinery including wiring, electrical apparatus and controls with KLEEN KOTE
at a dilution ratio of 8:1 prior to shipping.

Results:
 • Durable protection of equipment during shipment – Withstood the environmental conditions from
   manufacturer to the final destination.
 • Reduced labor for cleaning at destination – There was not any oily residue left on the machinery
   & no harm was done to wiring, electrical or controls. As an added benefit the preparation time before
   final delivery was greatly reduced.
 • Enhanced product image – KLEEN KOTE prevented corrosion and protected the overall
   appearance of the machinery prior to delivery to the end user.
 • Environmentally & user friendly – Gomaco’s employees and customers did not need special
   equipment or protective clothing to handle, apply or remove KLEEN KOTE.
 • Economical – KLEEN KOTE reduced costs and environmental impact due to the decrease in labor
   and materials needed for application and clean up.

Progressive Solutions’ customers, such as Gomaco, have been able to rely on our prompt service and high
quality products for more than a decade and continue to strive for excellence today. With 13 years of
partnered success, Gomaco and KLEEN KOTE have a solid bond to protect and preserve all Gomaco’s
machinery for many years to come. For more information on their worldwide distribution of machinery, visit:
www.gomaco.com. For more information regarding our corrosion prevention solutions, you can visit us on
the internet at: www.4progressive.com.

Location: Ida Grove, Iowa  USA

Industry: Anti-Corrosion

Product: KLEEN KOTE
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Internationally Shipped, Fully Protected.
Gomaco Corporation sprays their machinery entirely with KLEEN KOTE prior to
shipping, protecting the machinery from potential threats of the environment.
KLEEN KOTE reduced their costs by reducing labor and materials needed to
prepare the machine before shipment and reduced the final prep time upon arrival
at its final destination.

Gomaco and KLEEN KOTE are an International Pair.
Gomaco Corporation has distribution throughout the world as does Progressive Solutions Corporation. 
Together, these companies provide their customers with the ultimate product throughout the globe.
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Domestic or International, Gomaco and KLEEN KOTE are There.
Protected from manufacturer to customer, each Gomaco machine is coated with KLEEN KOTE to ensure that the machine

arrives in the same condition it left their facility and is ready for use upon arrival with little to no preparation needed.


